Statistical likelihood criteria were tested to select the true (or closest to true) structure-factor phases from an ensemble of phase sets. To de®ne the criterion value for a given trial phase set, the trial`molecular region' is de®ned as a region consisting of the points with the highest values in the Fourier synthesis calculated with the observed magnitudes and the trial set of phases. The structure studied is considered as composed of atoms randomly placed inside the trial molecular region. The ®gure of merit is de®ned as the likelihood corresponding to this hypothesis, i.e. the probability that the structure-factor magnitudes calculated (from the positions of atoms randomly placed into the trial region) are equal to the observed magnitudes. The concept of generalized likelihood is introduced to make the calculations more straightforward. The tests performed for known structures with the use of experimentally observed magnitudes show that in general it is impossible to unambiguously determine the best phases among a`population' of trial phase sets. Nevertheless, the random generation of a great number of phase sets and the selection of phase sets with high likelihood values give a collection of variants with a higher concentration of`good' phase sets than those found in the original population. Averaging the selected phase sets gives a starting solution of the low-resolution phase problem.
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Introduction
The development of ab initio phasing methods applicable at low resolution is stimulated by the increasing interest of crystallographers in large macromolecular complexes. Standard approaches, such as isomorphous and molecular replacement and multiple-wavelength anomalous diffraction (MAD), have helped in solving such structures. However, these approaches have not yet become routine tools. The multiple isomorphous replacement (MIR) technique often cannot be used because of dif®culties encountered in obtaining isomophous derivatives. The MAD method also depends on ®nding suitable derivatives with the proper anomalous diffraction properties. The molecular-replacement (MR) method (Rossmann, 1972) can be applied provided the model of a homologous structure is available; its success depends essentially on the extent of homology between the model and the molecule being studied. On the other hand, recent progress in the development of direct methods has shown success in the application of ab initio phasing to protein crystallography. However, these methods are applicable at resolutions higher than 1.2 A Ê and for structures with a number of atoms around 1000 (Weeks et al., 1995; Sheldrick, 1998) , which is not the case for large macromolecular complexes.
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Therefore, alternative approaches have been developed for the initial determination of low-resolution phases, followed by phase extension and re®nement.
At very low resolutions, a unit cell can be roughly divided into two regions, the molecular region and the solvent region. To choose the best of the alternative regions, an approach based on the modi®ed maximum-likelihood principle was suggested (Lunin et al., 1998) . The regions being considered are ranked according to the value of the generalized likelihood (GL), an analogue of the statistical likelihood. GL is calculated by a numerical simulation procedure. Inside the tested region, a great number of pseudo-atomic models are randomly generated. The GL value is estimated as the frequency of occurrence of models with a magnitude correlation greater than some ®xed level. This approach was successfully applied to choosing the best region in two cases where alternative regions were obtained by the few-atoms model method (FAM) and where alternative regions are represented by spheres (Lunin et al., 1995; Petrova et al., 1999) .
The goal of the present work was to analyze whether the GL approach can be used for the ab initio determination of low-resolution phases. For every hypothetical low-resolution phase set, the Fourier synthesis can be calculated with the use of trial phases and observed magnitudes. A trial molecular region can then be de®ned as the one that contains the highest density values. The search for the best low-resolution phase set can then be reduced to the search for the most probable molecular region.
2. Likelihood-based ab initio phasing 2.1. Likelihood-based choice of the molecular region
The idea of applying the statistical maximum-likelihood principle to the comparison of different molecular regions is based on the property of`atomicity' of the unknown structure and can be demonstrated by the following example. Let us suppose that there are two hypothetical regions, A and B, and it is necessary to determine which of these regions is the molecular one. It can be hypothesized that (i) atoms are localized randomly in region A and (ii) atoms are localized randomly in region B. If there were no additional information, the two hypotheses could be considered as equally valid. However, such additional information is available: a set of experimental magnitudes. If we calculate for both cases the probabilities that the calculated structure-factor magnitudes (from the positions of atoms randomly placed into the trial region) are equal to the experimental ones, then these hypotheses will no longer be equally valid. If this probability is much higher when atoms are localized randomly in region A, it can be expected that region A is a more likely candidate. Such an approach is called the principle of maximum likelihood. It should be emphasized that, like all statistical methods, the maximum-likelihood principle does not provide the correct choice in a single case. It gives good results only if used repeatedly.
The use of the ML principle for choosing the most probable region from regions of spherical form has been studied previously (Petrova et al., 1999) . In that paper, the problem of ®nding the position of a macromolecule in the unit cell was considered. If the envelope resembles a sphere, this problem can be reduced to a search for the best spherical envelope. The unit cell was scanned and a spherical envelope was built for every possible position of the centre. The method made it possible to obtain true centre positions for three test structures: the tRNA Asp ±Asp RS complex, T50S ribosome particle and protein G. However, it failed in the case of elongation factor G (see x3.1 below), whose envelope was non-spherical, and in the case of -crystallin IIIb (see x3.1 below), probably because of the presence of two closely packed molecules in the asymmetric unit.
ML-based choice of prior atomic coordinates
The approach outlined above can be considered as a particular case of ML-based choice of the best prior among a set of alternative prior distributions of atomic coordinates.
In the framework of the statistical approach, a given structure is considered as one of the possible trials. In each of these trials, N atoms are placed randomly and independently in the unit cell with some prior probability density function q(r). The magnitude and phases of structure factors can then be calculated for every trial and they become random variables. The problem is to determine the prior q(r) that produces the maximum agreement between observed and calculated data. When deciding between alternative priors, Bricogne (1988) suggested choosing as optimal the one which satis®es the maximal-likelihood principle (Cox & Hinkley, 1974) .
For every prior q(r) the likelihood can be de®ned as the probability that the calculated magnitudes are equal to the observed magnitudes when the atoms are randomly generated according to this prior,
In our case, for every hypothetical molecular envelope, we build the simplest prior, which is equal to a positive constant inside the envelope and equal to zero outside the envelope, q r 1aV inside the envelope 0 outside the envelope,
and choose from all the priors thus built the one corresponding to the maximal value of likelihood (1).
ML-based choice among alternative phase sets
When solving the phase problem, we face the problem of choosing between alternative phase sets rather than between alternative regions or alternative priors. Nevertheless, the choice of the most reasonable phase set may be reduced to the choice between alternative regions or, in a more general form, between alternative priors.
For every hypothetical low-resolution phase set, we can calculate the Fourier synthesis by using the phases and the observed magnitudes. As a trial molecular region in the unit cell, in the simplest case, we can choose the region that contains the points with the highest values of the synthesis. Thus, the search for the best low-resolution phase set can be reduced to a search for the best molecular region. The latter, in turn, can be considered as the choice among priors of type (2).
A more sophisticated type of priors was suggested by Bricogne (1984) . For every trial phase set, he built a prior (ME-prior) that (i) resulted in the expected values of structure factors equal to structure factors with observed magnitudes and these trial values of phases and (ii) had the maximum entropy value among all priors that satisfy the ®rst condition.
Here, we consider only priors of the simplest type (2), i.e. we choose between alternative molecular regions. This approach has successfully been applied to choosing the best phase set from alternative phase sets obtained by the FAM (Lunin et al., 1998) . The FAM method made it possible to obtain a small number of alternative clusters consisting of closely spaced phase sets (Lunin et al., 1995) . For every cluster, centroid phases and the corresponding mask regions were calculated. The ML-based criterion allowed the choice of the best solution among these alternatives.
Use of the ML criterion in the low-resolution ab initio phasing
The procedure used in this paper for low-resolution ab initio phasing was suggested by Lunin et al. (1990) . It consists of generating a great number of phase sets (referred below to as variants'), selecting the variants with highest values of somè selection criterion' and averaging the selected variants. The key point of this procedure is the choice of the selection criterion. We study the possibility of using likelihood as the selection criterion. For every trial phase set, the likelihood is de®ned as outlined in xx2.1±2.3.
In practical work, it is more ef®cient to use several selection criteria simultaneously. Since our goal in the present work was to study the ef®ciency of the ML criterion, we primarily used this criterion alone. Below, we brie¯y describe the application of the ML criterion in combination with another criterion (see x3.3).
2.4.1. Generation of phase sets. The ®rst step of the method is the generation of a large number of phase sets. This may be performed in several ways. The ®rst is a`full' phase permutation: the phase of each centrosymmetric re¯ection is given both its possible values and the phase of each non-symmetric re¯ection is assigned one of four possible values AE%/4, AE3%/4. We applied this method when dealing with a small number of low-resolution re¯ections with large amplitudes. It corresponds to the full factorial design with 2 n c 4 n a phase sets. The number of variants tested may be reduced by the use of`magic integers' (White & Woolfson, 1954) or error-correcting codes (Bricogne, 1993; Gilmore et al., 1990) . A much simpler procedure, though somewhat more expensive, is the random generation of phase sets. We applied it when working with all re¯ections in a given resolution range.
Generalized likelihood.
The calculation of the likelihood function is a rather complicated procedure. It involves the derivation of the joint probability distribution function for the set of structure factors and the integration of this function over the phases, provided the calculated and observed magnitudes are equal. In both steps, asymptotic expansions and numerous simpli®cations are used.
The likelihood can be determined by a simpler method (Lunin et al., 1998) , which consists of calculating not the usual likelihood but the probability of obtaining a set of magnitudes that are not strictly equal to but are close to the set of observed magnitudes
where C is the measure of closeness of two sets of structurefactor magnitudes and 3 is the chosen cutoff level. This quantity is considered to be an analogue of the likelihood and is called the generalized likelihood (GL). Clearly, it depends on the choice of the measure C and the parameter 3. In our tests, the coef®cient of the correlation of the magnitudes was used as the measure C. It was calculated by the formula
where hFi is the magnitude averaged over the set of re¯ections considered. The GL value (3) can be calculated with a Monte Carlo computer procedure. Many models, each consisting of N pseudo-atoms, are generated with the prior (1). This can be performed easily by generating pseudo atoms only inside the envelope being considered. The GL value is estimated as the ratio of the number of generated models with C values greater than 3 to the total number of generated models, GL 3 9 the number of models with C ! 3 the total number of generated models X 5
It should be emphasized that in our low-resolution model study, the real number of usual atoms was replaced by a relatively small number of arti®cially huge pseudo-atoms with the Gaussian distribution of electron density &r C glob 4%aB glob 3a2 expÀ4% 2 r 2 aB glob Y 6
where and C glob and B glob are the parameters de®ning the size of the`globs'. Before calculating GL, the volume V of the regions being compared has to be de®ned. For every phase set, the Fourier synthesis was calculated with the observed magnitudes. As a molecule region, the region of volume V that contains the points with the highest values of the synthesis was chosen. Thus, a set of possible regions of equal volume was formed. The values of the following parameters were varied: the resolution zone d at which likelihood is calculated, the number of pseudo-atoms N, the parameter B glob that de®nes the size of every`glob' and the grid in the unit cell. It should be noted that the correlation (4) does not depend on C glob . Hence, there is no need to determine C glob . We calculated the GL criterion for every molecular region and every value of the parameters and analysed to what extent the results depend on the parameter values. Note that in general the GL is calculated using not only the re¯ections that de®ne the molecular region but also re¯ections of a higher resolution.
2.4.3. Control function. When testing the phasing method on crystals with known atomic structure, it is possible to compare the solution obtained with the`true answer'. Different measures may be used to estimate the quality of the phase set found. One of the simplest measures is the map correlation coef®cient (Lunin & Woolfson, 1993) ,
Here, f9 true h g is the set of true phases calculated from the known atomic model, 9 h is the trial phase set and fF o h g is the set of observed magnitudes. The phase sets having high values of the map correlation coef®cients are referred to below as good variants', while sets with low C 9 values are referred to as as`bad variants'.
For space groups in which a shift of the origin and/or a change of enantiomorph are allowed, two formally different phase sets can result in maps that are similar with the appropriate shift of the origin and enantiomorph choice. Therefore, the corresponding origin and enantiomorph choices should be aligned before calculating (7) (Lunin & Lunina, 1996) .
Tests and results

Data sets
Three sets of experimental data were used in tests: (i) 50 A Ê neutron diffraction data for the tRNA Asp ±Asp RS complex (Moras et al., 1983) , space group I432, unit-cell parameters a = b = c = 354 A Ê ; the structure was previously solved by the molecular-replacement method (Urzhumtsev et al., 1994) ; (ii) X-ray diffraction data for -crystallin IIIb (Chirgadze et al., 1991) , space group P2 1 2 1 2 1 , unit-cell parameters a = 58.7, b = 69.5, c = 116.9; (iii) ribosomal elongation factor G (ávarsson et al., 1994), space group P2 1 2 1 2 1 , unit-cell parameters a = 75.9, b = 105.6, c = 115.9 A Ê .
All tests were performed with experimental rather than calculated sets of low-resolution magnitudes.
Ab initio phasing: full phase permutation
In the ®rst test with data from tRNA Asp ±Asp RS complex, 4096 phase sets obtained by full phase permutation of the 12 strongest re¯ections, 11 centrosymmetric and one noncentrosymmetric, in the 68 A Ê resolution zone were checked. For centrosymmetric re¯ections we permuted all possible values of phases. For the single non-centrosymmetric re¯ec-tion, we ®xed the enantiomorph by permuting two phase values (5%/4 and 7%/4) in the range %±2%. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of these variants with respect to the corresponding GL value and the map correlation coef®cient (7). It can be seen that the variant closest to the correct solution has one of the highest values of GL. However, there exist bad variants with high values of GL and good variants with low values of GL. There is no clear dependence of the likelihood value on the quality of the variant considered.
If there is some additional information about the structure, the GL criterion can help to ®nd the correct solution. In the present case, it was known that the molecule did not pack closely as a trimer or a tetramer; therefore, no high-density regions could be on the three-and fourfold rotation axes. To apply this restriction, we considered only phase sets that resulted in masks with less than 0.12% grid points lying on the rotation axes of the third and fourth orders. Fig. 2 shows the diagram obtained with these variants. In this case, the GL criterion clearly selected the variant that is closest to the correct solution, since the GL value was much higher for the molecular region corresponding to this variant than for all the other regions tested.
In the following tests with data from -crystallin IIIb and elongation factor G, eight possible variants of origin choice in P2 1 2 1 2 1 space group and the choice of enantiomorph need to be taken into account. When generating the trial phase sets, the phases of four strong re¯ections were ®xed in order to reduce the number of variants being considered. The full phase permutation was performed for the nine strongest re¯ections (six centric and three acentric) at a resolution of d = 29 A Ê for -crystallin IIIb and the eight strongest re¯ections at a resolution of d = 34 A Ê for elongation factor G. The corresponding distributions of variants with respect to the values of map correlation and GL were similar to the distri- bution for the tRNA complex. As in the case of synthetase, there were both good and bad variants with high values of likelihood. The best phase set cannot be selected unambiguously using the GL criterion only. The distribution of the map correlation and GL values for -crystallin IIIb is presented in Fig. 3 . It should be noted that even the worst variant had a map correlation higher than 0.5. This similarity of the variants is a consequence of the ®xed values of the phases of the four strongest re¯ections used to determine the origin and the enantiomorph in the P2 1 2 1 2 1 space group.
Ab initio phasing: random generation of phase sets
In the previous tests with the strongest low-resolution re¯ections, we failed to distinguish the best phase sets by the GL criterion. Nevertheless, there exists a correlation between the likelihood and the phase quality. To prove this in the case of -crystallin IIIb and elongation factor G, a great number of phase sets were generated, the GL values for all variants were calculated and the variants with maximal GL values were selected. A comparison of the distributions of map correlation values for all generated variants and for the selected variants shows that among the selected variants the relative number with a high map correlation is much greater (Fig. 4) . Therefore, the GL criterion can serve as a ®lter to select a set of variants with a higher relative number of`good' ones. For all the test structures considered, this effect was observed for sets that contained phases of 12±30 lowest resolution re¯ections.
Averaging the selected variants results in a phase set with a better value of C 9 than averaging over all the variants generated. The mean variant was obtained by averaging the corresponding Fourier syntheses with subsequent calculation of the sets of phases and ®gures of merit. The results of the comparison of variants averaged over all randomly generated variants and over the selected variants are presented in Table 1 . For the proteins of the space group P2 1 2 1 2 1 , the phases of four strong re¯ections were ®xed. Consequently, the value of C 9 calculated from the re¯ections exclusive of the four ®xed re¯ections is of the most interest.
The solutions for -crystallin IIIb and elongation factor G for the same resolution range were obtained independently by the connectivity-based criterion (Lunin et al., 2000) . We averaged the solution obtained over averaging selected variants and the solution obtained by the connectivity-based criterion. The results are presented in Tables 2 and 3 Comparison of the variants averaged over all randomly generated variants and over a set of selected variants with maximal GL values. combination of these criteria gives a variant with a better quality than each of the procedures when used separately.
Phase extension
The goal of the second series of tests was to determine whether the GL criterion can be used in the phase-extension procedure. By permuting only the lowest strong re¯ections, it appeared that both good and bad variants can have large GL values (Figs. 1 and 3 ). We applied a procedure similar to the procedure of building the`phase tree' ) and tried to distinguish the right solution at the second level of phase permutation. From the ®rst permutation, only variants with high values of likelihood were selected, their phases were ®xed and the phases of a few additional strong re¯ections in some higher resolutions range were permuted. As a result, the nodes of the`phase tree' were formed and GL values for all variants of each node were calculated. The extension revealed the same tendency as in the case of random generation of phase sets. The selection of variants with the highest GL values resulted in a set of variants containing a greater relative number of good ones. However, this effect was observed in a narrow resolution range. We failed to extend the solution starting with phase sets that contained about 30 lowest resolution re¯ections.
In the case of the tRNA±synthetase complex, we succeeded in distinguishing the best node. Out of 4096 variants presented in Fig. 1 , only the 20 phase sets with the highest GL values were selected. For every variant, the phases of the ®rst 12 re¯ections were ®xed and the phases of the next six strong re¯ections were permuted. Thus, 20 nodes of the`phase tree' were formed. The highest values of GL were obtained for the variants of the correct node. The extension revealed a strong correlation between the map correlation and the GL for the correct node, while for bad variants this dependence was either weak or not observed at all (Figs. 5a±5d) . At the next stage, ®ve variants with the highest GL values were averaged and phase permutation for ®ve additional strong re¯ections were performed. Again, a clear correlation between the map correlation and the GL was observed (Fig. 6) .
Thus, in the particular case of tRNA±synthetase complex, the GL criterion allowed us to ®nd the right solution. However, in the case of -crystallin IIIb and elongation factor G, we failed to extend phases by the same procedure. A possible reason is the similarity of all variants in the P2 1 2 1 2 1 space group.
Dependence on resolution
For the evaluation of likelihood, we have to de®ne a set of re¯ections over which the magnitude correlation (6) is calcu- Table 2 Averaging of the solutions obtained using the GL criterion and the connectivity criterion for -crystallin IIIb; d = 24 A Ê .
v1 is a solution obtained using the GL criterion, v2 is a solution obtained using the connectivity criterion and v3 is a result of averaging v1 and v2. C s is calculated as the coef®cient C 9 but with allowance for ®gures of merit. lated. The resolution zone containing this set of re¯ections is the parameter that most affects the results. In our tests, we calculated the correlation of magnitudes within a resolution zone that included the re¯ections with permuted phases and re¯ections of a higher resolution. After excluding the re¯ec-tions with permuted phases, no dependence of the GL on the quality of the phase sets was observed.
Remarks concerning the control criterion
The map correlation coef®cient (7) was used as a control function. Different molecular regions built for different phase sets were compared. The best molecular region would be the region that contains the maximal relative number of atoms of the model. The second control function could be the trapping function de®ned as the ratio T number of model atoms inside the envelope total number of atoms in the model X 8
However, it was shown that for molecular regions of equal volume the functions (7) and (8) correlate strongly over a wide range of V values (Figs. 7a and 7b ).
Concluding remarks
In the study presented, the problem of ab initio low-resolution phasing is reformulated as the problem of searching for the best molecular region in the unit cell. The GL is proposed as a measure of the reliability of the choice of a hypothetical molecular region given the observed structure-factor magnitudes. The subject of investigation was to determine whether the GL criterion can be used to ®nd the correct phase sets at a very low resolution. In all tests, the best phase sets had high likelihood values. However, there was no unambiguous dependence of GL values on the quality of the phase. Both bad and good variants had large values of likelihood. In the favourable case of synthetase, the procedure of phase extension allowed the distinction of the correct solution among 20 variants with the highest values of likelihood and the extension of this solution from d = 68 A Ê to d = 48 A Ê . Generally, however, it was impossible to determine ab initio the best solution. Nevertheless, the random generation of a great number of phase sets and the selection of variants with high values of the GL criterion made it possible to obtain a set with a higher concentration of`good' variants. Averaging over the set of selected variants gave a phase variant of a better quality than averaging over all randomly generated variants. This solution can be suggested as a starting point for solving the phase problem for macromolecules. Averaging the solutions obtained by the GL criterion and by the connectivity criterion improved the map correlation. Further investigations are needed to ®nd an optimal way of combining the GL and connectivity criteria. Distribution of two control functions: trapping function and the coef®cient of the phase correlation C 9 for elongation factor G. 2000 random phases were generated for 30 re¯ections with d > 29 A Ê . The volume of the molecular region V was (a) 0.3 and (b) 0.6 of the volume of the cell. The triangle corresponds to the correct solution.
